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FROM THE PUNITIVE TO THE REDEMPTIVE

ONE VISIT AT A TIME
Ewan Aitken looks at the positive impact of prison visitor centres on reducing reoffending
THE National Prison Visitor
Centre Steering Group, (NPVCSG) a
collaboration of 37 third and public
sector organisations in Scotland, began
in response to a speech made by the
then HM Inspector of Prisons, Dr. Andrew
McLellan in 2012 when he referred to a
statistic which suggested that those in
prison who are visited by whoever they
perceived as family are up to six times
less likely to re-offend (see also Social
Exclusion Unit, 2002: Duwe and Clark,
2011). This was in the context of a debate
about prison visitor centres (PVCs) and
their importance in creating a place of
support and encouragement not only
for families to visit, but for those visits to
have maximum impact for both family
and the prisoner through a variety of
support and interventions; from a cup
of tea and place to prepare and recover
from the visit for the family members
to full scale access to health, education
and social care support which would
otherwise be either ignored or rejected.

those in prison who are
visited by whoever they
perceived as family are
up to six times less likely
to re-offend
At that time, only six of the 14
Scottish prisons had visitor centres
and Dr. McLellan encouraged the
establishment and support of centres in
all 14 prisons.
The challenge was, of course, proving
the causal connection between visits
and recidivism rates. It seems to stack
up statistically but if so, what was the
reason. Why did it make the difference?
What was known was that feedback
from the six centres already in place was
that a focus on families either coming to
or leaving a visit, was an effective way
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The visitor centre at HMP Grampian.

to engage with a very excluded and
often stigmatised group, excluded and
stigmatised because of the actions of the
family member in prison. The stress and
strains this creates requires a very special
type of resilience which needs support.
The centres seemed to be well placed
and able to nurture this through a variety
of means.
The NPVCSG set out to develop a
strategy to sustain the existing centres
and develop new ones in the places
where none existed. A key first step was
conversations with the Scottish Prison
Service, who, after many years of what
could be best described as ambivalent
support (“nice idea but we can’t
make it happen”), stepped up with a
commitment to provide accommodation
for any new centre and to work with the
six in existence to improve or develop
their accommodation.
This commitment manifested itself
in the design specification for the newly
built HMP Grampian which included a

purpose built building outside the secure
line, and a new space to complement the
converted bus which forms the newly
opened centre at HMP Polmont. Whilst
it is true that the SPS have since had
to draw back from their commitment
to provide accommodation due to the
very severe budget situation in the
public sector, the NPVCSG is grateful
for what was achieved when cash
was available. It is clear that despite
their funding difficulties, SPS remain
committed to supporting PVCs in
whatever way they can other than cash.
Governors in particular are strongly
encouraged to seek ways to develop a
PVC in their establishment where one
does not already exist and to support
in those places where it does. Given the
fundamental importance of governor
support, (without it, a PVC cannot, in fact,
and in the eyes of the NPVCSG should
not, be started), the strong message from
the very top of the SPS was extremely
valuable.
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The NPVCSG initially explored the use of a social impact
bond to provide long term funding for PVCs. This proved
impossible because of the difficulties in proving a causal
connection between the interventions of PVCs and behaviour
changes over long periods of time. Whilst PVCs could provide
a great deal of qualitative evidence of the quality and positive
nature impact for those who used their services, proving that
they were the key influencer in reducing recidivism was much
more difficult.
It became clear that the focus of the NPVCSG needed to be
much broader and more family focused rather than defining
success in terms of future decisions by the offender. The
Group successfully applied for money to set up a new centre
at HMYOI Polmont which it was able to use a catalyst for work
around the development of standards across PVCs, the sharing
of training and best practice, and the development of staff
and volunteers. The NPVCSG believed this would strengthen
services and give coherence to the activity across the country,
allowing it to build the case for support around the capacity to
provide a wide range of bespoke interventions and support for
families affected by imprisonment rather than a case based on
recidivism.
New funding
This change in direction led eventually to agreement
for Scottish Government support of £1.8m announced in
November last year, to provide core funding for the seven
present centres over three years and funding for two new
centres a year for two years along with continued funding for a
national co-ordinator, to be hosted by Families Outside, to grow
the work of the NPVCSG.
The NPVCSG has to work with three key challenges, which
it sees also as opportunities: it has no authority over local PVCs
to insist on applying standards they may set; the NPVCSG
members are not bound by its decisions; and every local PVC
has a different governance structure and funding model.
However, it is in that very weakness that opportunity lies.
Because they cannot be forced but instead persuaded to
participate, PVCs will be at the heart of shaping the standards;
what continues effective work and successful outcomes
motivated by creativity and trust, not fear of losing funding.
They will own them for the outset. Standards will be designed
not to tell PVCs what to do but what their work should achieve
for those they serve, however they choose to design their
activity. This will bring real, local flexibility and autonomy whilst
ensuring their work can contribute to a much bigger story. It
will be hard work and take much longer but the outcome will
be more sustainable and effective.
The governance of the NPVCSG is, in one sense,
nonexistent: it is a collaboration between 37 partners which has
no legal status and cannot make any partner do anything, other
than by conversation, peer support, challenge and persuasion
in which it is in everyone’s benefit to choose to participate.
It does mean however, that the problem of finding one
model to meet the needs of the very varied governance and
accountability structures of each of the members is avoided.
It is a risky model, which require commitment of individuals
from every organisation to see it not as an add-on but a way
on which they can do their day job better. This has not always
been successful and some members are more engaged than
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Child-friendly facilities at HMP Grampian's visitor centre.

others at different times. But the potential remains and it is a
model that could be an example for other major third sector/
public sector collaborations.
The different governance and funding structures for each
PVC makes for complex conversations about what works well
and why, procurement, commissioning and employment
issues and planning new centres. Some key elements do
seem to exist however; a strong local group as the driver with
good support from volunteers and local community groups;
the quality of the partnership with the local governor with a
shared understanding of the objectives of the centre, access
to facilities outside the secure line with space for families
to simply ‘be’ as well as ‘do’, and a programme built round
individual families aspirations. These are more important than
worrying about constitutions and whether there is one single
models of accountability which is better than others
The NPVCSG has a deeper objective in all its work: that is to
influence the public narrative about the criminal justice system,
shifting it from a punitive to a redemptive understanding of
what works in changing lives and making good choices. It
has no magic formula other than treating those who feel very
excluded as people first and prisoner families a faraway second.
It understands that its success lies in nurturing relationships
within the family in ways which encourages positive decision
making. It knows its challenge is connecting those positive
decisions to the interventions made by the centers it support. It
makes evidencing the change it brings very difficult but given
the depth of deep change involved, it knows that takes time
and begins in ways often apparently unrelated to the later
moment of decision in which the change is finally manifest.
This journey, which began four years ago, is still taking early
steps but progress has been made; not least of which are core
funding, a new centre, a draft standards model, a collaboration
still working and continued commitment from public and third
sectors to risk change, to bring hope.

Ewan Aitken is chair of the The National Prison Visitor
Centre Steering Group and chief executive officer of
Cyrenians.
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